Let G be a graph that contains an induced subgraph H. A retraction from G to H is a homomorphism from G to H that is the identity function on H. Retractions are very well-studied: Given H, the complexity of deciding whether there is a retraction from an input graph G to H is completely classified, in the sense that it is known for which H this problem is tractable (assuming P = NP). Similarly, the complexity of (exactly) counting retractions from G to H is classified (assuming FP = #P). However, almost nothing is known about approximately counting retractions. Our first contribution is to give a complete trichotomy for approximately counting retractions to graphs without short cycles. The result is as follows: (1) Approximately counting retractions to a graph H of girth at least 5 is in FP if every connected component of H is a star, a single looped vertex, or an edge with two loops. (2) Otherwise, if every component is an irreflexive caterpillar or a partially bristled reflexive path, then approximately counting retractions to H is equivalent to approximately counting the independent sets of a bipartite graph -a problem which is complete in the approximate counting complexity class RHΠ 1 . (3) Finally, if none of these hold, then approximately counting retractions to H is #P-complete under approximation-preserving reductions.
Introduction
A homomorphism from a graph G to a graph H is a function h : V (G) → V (H) such that, for all {u, v} ∈ E(G), we have {h(u), h(v)} ∈ E(H). For example, suppose that H is a path a, b, c. Then a homomorphism from G to H is a 3-colouring of G in which the colour classes {a, c} and {b} induce a bipartition of G. Suppose that G itself contains a path A, B, C. Then a retraction from G to H is a homomorphism from G to H that maps A to a, B to b and C to c. In general, let G and H be graphs such that G contains a fixed copy of H as an induced subgraph. Then a retraction from G to H is a homomorphism from G to H that is the identity function on this fixed copy of H in G.
Retractions have been studied over a long period of time [25, 26, 31, 39] . In particular, the computational decision problem of determining whether there is a retraction from G to H is well-studied [13, is a reflexive tree is also easy to state. In this case, #RET(H) is in FP if H is a single looped vertex or an edge with two loops. If H is a reflexive path with at least three vertices, then #RET(H) ≡ AP #BIS. Otherwise, #RET(H) is #SAT-equivalent with respect to AP-reductions.
The special case of our classification where H is irreflexive is given in Theorem 18. It is slightly more general than what is given in Theorem 1 since it covers all irreflexive square-free graphs H, including those that have 3-cycles. The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Section 2.3.
Second Contribution: Locating #RET(H) in the Approximate Counting Landscape
We locate the retraction counting problem in the complexity landscape of related homomorphism counting problems. Interestingly, it turns out that the complexity landscape for approximate counting looks very different from the one for exact counting.
We use H(G, H) to denote the set of homomorphisms from G to H and N G → H to denote the size of H(G, H). The following is the well-known homomorphism counting problem.
Name: #HOM(H).
Input: An irreflexive graph G. Output: N G → H .
Note that, in the problem #HOM(H), the input graph G is required to be irreflexive. This is standard in the field, and the reason for it is to make results stronger -typically it is the hardness results that are most challenging. In the problem #RET(H), as we have informally defined it, it does not make sense to force G to be irreflexive, since it contains an induced copy of H, which may have loops. However, we can insist that G have no loops outside of the induced copy of H. Theorem 1 is still true under this restriction, and we incorporate this restriction into our formal definitions below. In order to give formal definitions, it is more natural to re-cast the retraction problem in terms of list homomorphisms, so we define these next.
Let S = {S v ⊆ V (H) | v ∈ V (G)} be a set of "lists" indexed by the vertices of G. Each list S v is a subset of V (H). We say that a function h : V (G) → V (H) is a homomorphism from (G, S) to H (also called a list homomorphism) if h is a homomorphism from G to H and, for each vertex v of G, we have h(v) ∈ S v . We use H((G, S), H) to denote the set of homomorphisms from (G, S) to H and we use N (G, S) → H to denote the size of H((G, S), H). We will be interested in the following generalisation of #HOM(H).
Name: #LHOM(H).
Input: An irreflexive graph G and a collection of lists S = {S v ⊆ V (H) | v ∈ V (G)}. Output: N (G, S) → H .
As noted earlier, we will find it convenient to formally define the computational problem #RET(H) in terms of list homomorphisms.
Name: #RET(H).
Input: An irreflexive graph G and a collection of lists S = {S v ⊆ V (H) | v ∈ V (G)} such that, for all v ∈ V (G), |S v | ∈ {1, |V (H)|}. Output: N (G, S) → H .
The polynomial-time interreducibility between the problem #RET(H) which we defined informally (with the restriction on loops in G) and the one defined here, is demonstrated by Feder and Hell [10, Theorem 4 .1] who give a parsimonious reduction between them. This reduction also shows that the corresponding decision problems are polynomial-time interreducible.
We consider two more related counting problems, namely #SHOM(H), the problem of counting vertex-surjective homomorphisms, and #COMP(H), the problem of counting edge-surjective homo- Thm. 6 Figure 1: Approximate counting complexity landscape. An arrow from a problem A to a problem B means that there exists an AP-reduction from A to B. A struck through arrow corresponds to a reduction with a separation. The references for the reduction and the separation are given above and below the arrow, respectively. morphisms, which are called compactions. We give their formal definitions at the beginning of Section 3. Both problems are well-studied in the decision setting [2, 21-23, 36, 44, 46, 48, 49] . All three of the problems #SHOM(H), #COMP(H) and #RET(H) can be interpreted as problems requiring one to count homomorphisms with some kind of surjectivity constraint. #LSHOM(H) and #LCOMP(H) are the corresponding list homomorphism problems and these are also formally defined in Section 3.
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A separation between two homomorphism-counting problems A and B is given by a parameter H for which A and B are of different complexity, subject to some complexity-theory assumptions.
Before stating our results we give an overview of the approximate counting complexity landscape in Figure 1 . The results summarised in this figure are consistent with the results that are known concerning the corresponding decision problems, as surveyed by Bodirsky, Kára and Martin [2] , but they are in contrast to the situation in the exact counting world. For exact counting, #HOM(H), #RET(H) and #LHOM(H) are interreducible. Also, all of the exact counting problems that we have mentioned reduce to #COMP(H) and #LCOMP(H) [14] , as depicted in Figure 2 . Moreover, #COMP(H) and #LCOMP(H) are separated from the remaining problems. [14] Figure 2: Exact counting complexity landscape. All problems in the same box are interreducible with respect to polynomial-time Turing reductions. The arrow means that each problem in the box on the lefthand side reduces to each problem on the right-hand side using a polynomial-time Turing reduction. The arrow is struck through as there exists a separation between each problem on the left and each problem on the right.
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We now give our results in more detail. We start off with the following simple observation which follows immediately from the problem definitions.
Observation 2. Let H be a graph. Then #HOM(H) ≤ AP #RET(H) ≤ AP #LHOM(H).
As we will see later, the complexity of approximately counting homomorphisms is still open (despite a lot of work on the problem) -even if restricted to trees H. The complexity of approximately counting list homomorphisms is known, due to Galanis, Goldberg and Jerrum [16] .
Thus, Observation 2 indicates that #RET(H) is an important intermediate problem, between the solved #LHOM(H) and the wideopen #HOM(H).
The first interesting consequence of Theorem 1 is a separation between #RET(H) and #LHOM(H).
Corollary 3. #RET(H) and #LHOM(H) are separated subject to the assumption that #BIS and #SAT are not AP-interreducible. In particular, if H is a partially bristled reflexive path with at least one unlooped vertex, then #RET(H) ≡ AP #BIS, whereas #LHOM(H) ≡ AP #SAT.
The fact that #RET(H) ≡ AP #BIS for partially bristled reflexive paths follows from Theorem 1. The fact that #LHOM(H) ≡ AP #SAT is from [16] , see Theorem 8 in the Related Work section.
As a second consequence, Theorem 1 separates #RET(H) from #HOM(H), but in a different sense. For q ≥ 3 let J q be the irreflexive graph obtained from the q-leaf star by subdividing each edge. The graph J 3 is depicted in Figure 4 on page 10 . From Goldberg and Jerrum [19] it is known that the problem #HOM(J q ) is AP-interreducible with the task of computing the partition function of the q-state ferromagnetic Potts model [40] -a well-studied model from statistical physics. Despite extensive work on this problem [17] [18] [19] it is only known to be #BIS-hard but is not known to be #BIS-easy or to be #SAT-hard (with respect to AP-reductions).
Corollary 4. Let q be an integer with q ≥ 3. #HOM(H) and #RET(H) are separated subject to the assumption that approximately computing the partition function of the q-state ferromagnetic Potts model is not #SAT-hard. In particular, it follows from Theorem 1 that #SAT ≤ AP #RET(J q ).
In addition to these separations, we show that approximately counting retractions is at least as hard as approximately counting surjective homomorphisms and also at least as hard as approximately counting compactions. The latter is surprising as it is in contrast to known results for the corresponding exact counting problems (see Figure 2 ). Our proof uses an interesting Monte Carlo approach to AP-reductions and more details on this method are given in Section 1.3. The approach gives analogous reductions for the list versions of these problems for free.
Using Theorem 5 and Corollary 3 we can deduce that #SHOM(H) and #LHOM(H) are also separated subject to the assumption that #BIS and #SAT are not AP-interreducible. The same holds for #COMP(H) and #LHOM(H). Moreover, from Theorem 6 it follows that we can replace the problem #LHOM(H) with #LSHOM(H) or #LCOMP(H) in these separations.
Our reductions #SHOM(H) ≤ AP #RET(H) and #COMP(H) ≤ AP #RET(H) allow us to state new #BIS-easiness results which are not limited to graphs of girth at least 5, namely the #BIS-easiness results in the following corollary.
Corollary 7. Let H be one of the following:
• A reflexive proper interval graph but not a complete graph.
• An irreflexive bipartite permutation graph but not a complete bipartite graph.
Then #SHOM(H), #COMP(H) and #RET(H) are #BIS-equivalent.
The #BIS-easiness results in Corollary 7 come from our Theorem 5 together with Observation 2 and the #BIS-easiness results for #LHOM(H) given in Theorem 8 on page 6. The corresponding #BIS-hardness comes from [14, Theorem 35] ).
The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Section 2.3. Theorem 5 is proved in Section 3.1 in the form of Corollaries 49 and 51. The proof of Theorem 6 is in Section 3.2.
Methods
In the proof of Theorem 1 we use several different techniques. In the #BIS-easiness proof for partially bristled reflexive paths (Lemma 19) we build upon a technique that was introduced by Dyer et al. [5] and extended by Kelk [33] to reduce the problem of approximately counting homomorphisms to the problem of approximately counting the downsets of a partial order. In order to obtain more general results, we formalise this technique and use it in the context of the constraint satisfaction framework. This framework is convenient for generating #BIS-easiness results, not only for counting homomorphisms but also for counting retractions, both in the setting of undirected graphs (as used in this work) and even in the setting of directed graphs.
In order to obtain the #SAT-hardness part of Theorem 1, we analyse, and classify, different local structures in graphs. The most difficult part is Lemma 45 which analyses distance-2 neighbourhood structures as defined in Section 1.5. This lemma requires intricate gadgets (based on simpler versions used in [5] and [33] ), rather careful analysis, and classifying homomorphisms by type. Other #SAT-hardness results are easier to come by. For instance, we use modifications of, and a more careful analysis of, a gadget from [19] to prove the #SAT-hardness for irreflexive square-free graphs that have an induced subgraph J 3 (Lemma 17). Some hardness results are also based on NP-completeness results for the retraction decision problem that carry over to the approximate counting version.
The algorithms captured by the reductions #SHOM(H) ≤ AP #RET(H) and #COMP(H) ≤ AP #RET(H) are based on a Monte Carlo approach (Lemma 48). We will discuss this approach here in the context of counting surjective homomorphisms to H. The details, and the related approach for counting compactions, are described in Section 3.1. The Monte Carlo approach is applicable for a reduction from #SHOM(H) to #RET(H) because #RET(H) is a so-called self-reducible problem. Recall that the output of #RET(H), given a graph G and lists
, is the number of homomorphisms from (G, S) to H. Using an oracle for approximating this number, it is also possible to sample a homomorphism from (G, S) to H approximately uniformly at random (following the general method of Jerrum, Valiant, and Vazirani [32] ). A naive approach for sampling surjective homomorphisms (and hence for approximately counting them) is as follows: Start with an input G to #SHOM(H). Let S be the trivial set of lists
Using the oracle for #RET(H), obtain a random homomorphism from (G, S) to H (which is just a random homomorphism from G to H). Reject (and repeat) if this homomorphism is not surjective. Eventually, we obtain a random surjective homomorphism from G to H, as required. While this approach is certainly straightforward, it does not lead to an efficient algorithm for sampling surjective homomorphisms because the number of surjective homomorphisms might be very small compared to the total number of homomorphisms.
Our method to shrink the sample space is based on the following fact. For every surjective homomorphism h from G to H there exists a constant-size set of vertices U ⊆ V (G) such that the restriction of h to U is already surjective. We can enumerate all these constant-size sets U and use single vertex lists to fix their images. Consequently we obtain a (polynomial) number of instances (G, S 1 ), . . . , (G, S k ) of the problem #RET(H). For i ∈ {1, . . . , k} let R i be the set of homomorphisms from (G, S i ) to H. Then the set of surjective homomorphisms from G to H is the union R = k i=1 R i . The final building block of our reduction is the idea that we can sample the union R by first sampling from the disjoint union
This idea is explained more generally, for instance, in [38] . The point is, that we can sample uniformly from R + by using a #RET(H) oracle, and the union R is relatively dense in the disjoint union R + (its size is at least |R + |/k). So we can obtain a sample from R. Then the samples can be combined to obtain, with high probability, an approximate count. A lot of AP-reductions are based on the use of gadgets and we have not seen the use of Monte Carlo algorithms in AP-reductions before.
Related Work
Let H be a graph. It is well-known that the complexity of #LHOM(H) is determined by the maximum complexity #LHOM(C) for a connected component C of H. In the connected case the complexity is determined by the following theorem by Galanis et al. [16] . From our Theorem 1 and Theorem 8 we immediately obtain the separation between #RET(H) and #LHOM(H) given in Corollary 3. Note that when restricting to irreflexive or reflexive graphs, the classification of #RET(H) for graphs of girth at least 5 is identical to the corresponding classification of the problem #LHOM(H). A separation between these problems only occurs for graphs with at least one looped and one unlooped vertex.
The complexity of approximately counting homomorphisms in the absence of lists is still far from being resolved. Galanis, Goldberg and Jerrum [15] give a dichotomy for the problem in terms of #BIS. Surprisingly, even for the subclass of problems where H is an irreflexive tree, the complexity of approximately counting homomorphisms is not completely classified. The following partial classification, originally due to Goldberg and Jerrum [19] , follows from Theorems 8 and 9.
Theorem 10 ( [19] ). Let H be an irreflexive tree.
ii) Otherwise, if H is a caterpillar, then #HOM(H) is #BIS-equivalent under AP-reductions. iii) Otherwise, #HOM(H) is #BIS-hard under AP-reductions.
Note that, in general, for irreflexive trees H that are neither stars nor caterpillars it is open whether approximately counting homomorphisms is #BIS-equivalent, #SAT-hard or even none of the two. It is only known that #BIS AP-reduces to #HOM(H). However, there exist trees for which #HOM(H) is #SAT-equivalent with respect to AP-reductions (see [19, Section 5] ).
The decision version of the retraction problem is formally defined as follows. 1
Name: RET(H).
Input: An irreflexive graph G and a collection of lists
RET(H) is completely classified as a result of the recent proof of the CSP dichotomy conjecture [4, 52] . However, these proofs do not give a graph-theoretical characterisation. Feder 
Otherwise RET(H) is in P.
Finally, the complexity of exactly counting retractions is completely classified. It is in FP if every connected component of H is a reflexive complete graph or an irreflexive complete bipartite graph and #P-complete otherwise [14] .
Preliminaries
For a positive integer n let [n] = {1, . . . , n}. As partially bristled reflexive paths appear in a number of our results we give a more formal definition of this class of graphs. We also give an example in Figure 3 .
Definition 12.
A partially bristled reflexive path is a reflexive path, or a tree with the following form. Let Q be a positive integer and let S be a non-empty subset of For a graph H and a vertex u ∈ V (H) we define the (distance-1) neighbourhood of u as Γ(u) = {v ∈ V (H) | {v, u} ∈ E(H)}. Similarly, the distance-2 neighbourhood of u is defined as Γ 2 (u) = {v ∈ V (H) | ∃w ∈ V (H) : {v, w}, {w, u} ∈ E(H)}. Let U be a subset of V (H). Then Γ(U ) = u∈U Γ(u) is the set of common neighbours of the vertices in U . The set of vertices that have a neighbour in S is denoted by Φ(S) = v∈S Γ(v).
We will also use the concept of induced graphs. Given a subset U of V (H), the graph
For the complexity theory part of our work we restate some standard definitions taken from [38, Definitions 11.1, 11.2, Exercise 11.3]. A randomised algorithm gives an (ε, δ)-approximation for the value V if the output X of the algorithm satisfies Pr(|X − V | ≤ εV ) ≥ 1 − δ. Slightly overloading the notation, an (ε, δ)-approximation for a problem V is a randomised algorithm which, given an input x and parameters ε, δ ∈ (0, 1), outputs an (ε, δ)-approximation for V (x). A randomised approximation scheme (RAS) for a problem V is a (ε, 1/4)-approximation of V . A RAS is called fully polynomial (FPRAS) if it runs in time that is polynomial in 1/ε and the size of the input x.
For the technical definition of an approximation-preserving reduction (AP-reduction) we refer to [5] . Intuitively, an AP-reduction from a problem A to a problem B is an algorithm that yields an FPRAS for A if it has access to an FPRAS for B.
Sometimes it is useful to switch between different notions of accuracy. To this end we use the following observation which follows immediately from the Taylor expansion of the exponential function.
Observation 13. Let ε be in (0, 1). Then 1 + ε ≤ e ε ≤ 1 + 2ε and 1 − ε ≤ e −ε ≤ 1 − ε/2.
We conclude this section with some simple remarks regarding the connectivity of graphs when investigating the complexity of counting retractions. We will show that in the context of approximately counting retractions we can restrict to connected graph without loss of generality. We define the following problem which restricts the input to connected graphs. Name: #RET(H) conn . Input: An irreflexive connected graph G and a collection of lists
The following observation is well known.
Proof. The fact that #RET(H) ≥ AP #RET(H) conn is trivial. We now show that #RET(H) ≤ AP #RET(H) conn . Let (G, S) be an instance of #RET(H) and let ε ∈ (0, 1) be the desired precision. Let C 1 , . . . , C k be the connected components of G.
The algorithm which, for each i ∈ [k], makes a #RET(H) conn oracle call with precision δ = ε/k and input (C i , S i ), and returns the product of outputs, approximates N (G, S) → H with the desired precision.
Remark 15. Let H be a graph with connected components H 1 , . . . , H k and let (G, S) be an input to
Therefore, given an oracle for #RET(H j ) conn for each j ∈ [k], we obtain an algorithm for #RET(H) conn . By Observation 14 this means that given an oracle for #RET(H j ) for each j ∈ [k], we obtain an algorithm for #RET(H).
In the opposite direction, it is straightforward to see that for each j ∈ [k] we have #RET(H j ) conn ≤ AP #RET(H) conn (and therefore #RET(H j ) ≤ AP #RET(H)). The details are as follows: Let (G, S) be an input to #RET(H j ) conn . If all lists in S have size 1, computing N (G, S) → H j is trivial. Otherwise we fix some vertex v ∈ V (G) with S v = V (H j ). For each u ∈ V (H) and w ∈ V (G) we define 
Approximately Counting Retractions to Graphs without short Cycles
First we study the complexity of approximately counting retractions to graphs of girth at least 5. We start off by restricting to irreflexive graphs in Section 2.1. The corresponding classification (Theorem 18) is for irreflexive square-free graphs. Subsequently, in Section 2.2, we consider graphs that have at least one loop.
Irreflexive Square-free Graphs
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 18. The most difficult part is Lemma 17, which shows that, if H is a square-free graph containing an induced J 3 , then #SAT ≤ AP #RET(H).
The proof of Lemma 17 generalises ideas from the proof of Lemma 3.6 of [19] , so we start with some definitions from there. A multiterminal cut of a graph G with distinguished vertices α, β and γ (called terminals) is a set of edges E ′ ⊆ E(G) that disconnects the terminals (i.e. ensures that there is no path in (V (G), E(G) \ E ′ ) that connects any two distinct terminals). The size of a multiterminal cut is its cardinality. We consider the following computational problem.
Name: #MULTITERMINALCUT(3).
Input: A connected irreflexive graph G with 3 distinct terminals α, β, γ ∈ V (G) and a positive integer B. The input has the property that every multiterminal cut has size at least B. Output: The number of size-B multiterminal cuts of G with terminals α, β and γ. For motivation we consider the case where H is a tree. Suppose that H is an irreflexive tree with an induced J 3 , labelled as in Figure 4 . Lemma 3.6 of [19] gives an AP-reduction from #MULTITERMINALCUT(3) to the problem of counting "weighted" homomorphisms to H. In fact, the weights used in the proof are Boolean values, so the proof actually reduces #MULTITERMINALCUT(3) to the problem of counting list homomorphisms to H. Given an input G, α, β, γ of #MULTITERMINALCUT(3), a homomorphism instance is created in which lists ensure that the terminals α, β and γ are mapped to the vertices x 0 , y 0 and z 0 of J 3 , respectively. Lists also ensure that all other vertices of G are mapped to {x 0 , y 0 , z 0 }. Finally, lists ensure that all remaining vertices of the homomorphism instance are mapped to the vertices {w, x 1 , y 1 , z 1 } of J 3 . Our proof shows how to refine the gadgets so that lists have size 1 or size |V (H)|. Thus, our reduction is to the more refined problem #RET(H). We also show how to handle graphs H that are not trees (as long as they are square-free). The details are given in the proof of Lemma 17. We use the following technical lemma, known as Dirichlet's approximation lemma, which bounds the extent to which reals can be approximated by integers. Using this lemma is a standard technique in this line of research (see for instance [15] 
Using Lemma 16, we can prove our main lemma. Lemma 17. Let H be a square-free graph that contains an induced J 3 . Then #SAT ≤ AP #RET(H).
Proof.
Suppose that H is a square-free graph with q vertices and an induced J 3 , which we label as shown in Figure 4 . The problem #MULTITERMINALCUT(3) is shown in [19, Lemma 3.5 ] to be equivalent to #SAT with respect to AP-reductions. We will give a reduction from #MULTITERMINALCUT(3) to #RET(H).
Let G, α, β, γ, B be an instance of #MULTITERMINALCUT(3) with n = |V (G)| and let ε be an error bound in (0, 1). From this instance we construct an input (J, S) to #RET(H) as follows. Each of the terminals α, β and γ will be vertices of J. J will also have a vertex ω which is distinct from α, β and γ. Let s α , s β and s γ be positive integers (we will give their precise values later). For every edge e = {u, v} ∈ E(G) we define the set of vertices V ′ (e) = {(e, α, 1), . . . , (e, α, s α ), (e, β, 1), . . . , (e, β, s β ), (e, γ, 1), . . . , (e, γ, s γ )}.
The label "α" in the name of the vertex (e, α, i) indicates that, in the instance (J, S), this vertex will be adjacent to α. The labels "β" and "γ" are similar. The label "e" in the name of the vertex (e, α, i) indicates that this vertex is in V ′ (e).
For each edge e = {u, v} ∈ E(G) we then define a graph J(e) with vertex set V (J(e)) = V ′ (e) ∪ {α, β, γ, ω}. Note that the vertices in V ′ (e) are distinct for each edge e whereas α, β, γ and ω are identical for all e. The edge set E(J(e)) of the graph J(e) is defined as shown in Figure 5 .
(e, α, 1) (e, α, s α ) (e, β, 1) (e, β, s β ) (e, γ, 1) (e, γ, s γ ) α β γ Figure 5 : The graph J(e) for e = {u, v}.
. Intuitively, J is constructed from the graph G by replacing each edge e ∈ E(G) with the corresponding graph J(e). Since G is connected, every vertex v ∈ V (G) is a member of some edge in E(G). This ensures that {v, ω} is an edge of J.
Next we define the set of lists S in the instance (J, S). We set
}. This is depicted in Figure 6 .
Figure 6: The graph J(e) for e = {u, v}. A label of the form a → b means that the vertex a ∈ V (G) is pinned to b ∈ V (H) since S a = {b}.
We now show how a multiterminal cut of G, α, β, γ corresponds to a certain set of homomorphisms from (J, S) to H. Every multiterminal cut E ′ of G, α, β, γ induces a partition of V (G) into connected components. These are the connected components of (V (G), E(G) \ E ′ ). Let κ(E ′ ) be the number of these components. Let Γ(w) be the set of neighbours of vertex w in H and let d w ≥ 3 be the degree of w in H. Let Ψ(E ′ ) be the set of functions ψ : V (G) → Γ(w) such that
• ψ maps the vertices of the components containing the terminals α, β, and γ to x 0 , y 0 and z 0 , respectively, and
Now, for every
is the set of monochromatic edges in G whose endpoints are mapped to
Given a multiterminal cut E ′ of G, α, β, γ and a map ψ ∈ Ψ(E ′ ), we say that a homomorphism σ ∈ H((J, S), H) agrees with ψ if, for all v ∈ V (G), we have σ(v) = ψ(v). Let Σ(ψ) be the set of all σ ∈ H((J, S), H) that agree with ψ. Given a multiterminal cut E ′ of G, α, β, γ we say that a homomorphism σ ∈ H((J, S), H) agrees with E ′ if there is a ψ ∈ Ψ(E ′ ) such that σ agrees with ψ.
Let Z E ′ = ψ∈Ψ(E ′ ) |Σ(ψ)| be the number of homomorphisms from (J, S) to H that agree with the cut E ′ . Now consider a multiterminal cut E ′ of G, α, β, γ. We will bound Z E ′ by considering two cases.
If κ(E ′ ) ≥ 4 then, since G is connected, the input G, α, β, γ has a multiterminal cut of size less than B, which contradicts the definition of #MULTITERMINALCUT(3). Hence, it must be the case that κ(E ′ ) = 3, which means that
We will consider the possible homomorphisms σ ∈ Σ(ψ).
Let d x , d y , d z ≥ 2 be the degrees of x 0 , y 0 and z 0 in H, respectively.
• Consider any edge e of G that is not in the cut E ′ . Then, as |E ′ | = B, e has to be in
-Suppose that e is in X(ψ). Consider a vertex (e, β, i) of J(e). This vertex is adjacent to the terminal β, which is mapped to y 0 by ψ and also to its endpoints, which are mapped to x 0 by ψ. Thus, σ has to map (e, β, i) to a mutual neighbour (in H) of x 0 and y 0 . Since H is square-free, the only possibility is vertex w. Similarly, σ has to map each vertex (e, γ, i) of J(e) to w. There is more choice concerning each vertex (e, α, i) of J(e) -the homomorphism σ can map this vertex to any of the d x neighbours of x 0 in H. Putting this together, the edge e contributes a factor of d x sα to the number of homomorphisms in Σ(ψ).
-Suppose that e is in Y (ψ). Similarly, the edge e contributes a factor of d y s β to |Σ(ψ)|.
-Suppose that e is in Z(ψ). Similarly, the edge e contributes a factor of d z sγ to |Σ(ψ)|.
• Consider any edge e = {u, v} of G that is in the cut E ′ . Then a homomorphism σ ∈ Σ(ψ) has to map all vertices of V ′ (e) to a common neighbour of ψ(u) and
and H is square-free, the only possibility is to map all vertices of V ′ (e) to w. Thus, the edge e contributes a factor of 1 to |Σ(ψ)|.
Putting all of this together, we have
Now our goal is to choose s α , s β and s γ so that Z E ′ depends only on the size of E ′ rather than on the sizes of X(ψ), Y (ψ) and Z(ψ). (Intuitively, we want to design our graph J(e) in such a way that it balances out the weights that are induced by the different degrees of x 0 , y 0 and z 0 .) We are limited by the fact that s α , s β and s γ have to be integers. We use Lemma 16 to get around this. We set δ ′ = log q e ε/42 which we will use in the error bound of the Dirichlet approximation (the reasons behind our choice of δ ′ will become clear at the end of the proof). Note that 1/δ ′ ∈ poly(ε −1 ). Further, let s = 2 + |E(G)| + ⌈log 2 q⌉|V (G)|. We use Lemma 16 to approximate the real values λ 1 = log dx (2 s ), λ 2 = log dy (2 s ) and λ 3 = log dz (2 s ) and obtain positive integers p 1 , p 2 , p 3 and r with r ≤ (n 2 /δ ′ ) 3 ∈ poly(n, ε −1 ) such that for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3} we have |rλ i − p i | ≤ δ ′ /n 2 . We set s α = p 1 , s β = p 2 and s γ = p 3 to obtain
where we used the fact that
Analogously we obtain
(this value will be used later in the proof). Then
(End of Case 1.)
In this case we have
Any edge e in E ′′ contributes a factor of 1 to |Σ(ψ)| as every vertex in V ′ (e) has to be mapped to w. Putting all of this together and simplifying as in Case 1, we have
We can analogously derive a lower bound for Z E ′ to obtain
(End of Case 2.)
Let M denote the set of multiterminal cuts of G with terminals α, β and γ and let T be the number of multiterminal cuts in M with size B. We would like to show how to estimate T using an approximation for the number of homomorphisms from (J, S) to H. Towards this end, define Z as follows.
The proof is in two parts. (1)) and the definition of Z * (just before (2)), we obtain
Then, in the following expression, the first inequality follows from the definition of Z and the second inequality follows from the fact that there are at most 2 |E(G)| multiterminal cuts and from the bounds d w κ(E ′ )−3 ≤ q n , |E ′ | − B ≥ 1 and r ≥ 1. The third inequality follows from the choice of s.
Part 2: We show that we can obtain a close approximation to Z/Z * using an oracle for approximating #RET(H).
Recall that N (J, S) → H is the number of homomorphisms from (J, S) to H and note that
Using Inequalities (2) and (3), and the fact that G, α, β, γ has T multiterminal cuts of size B, we have
LetQ be a solution returned by the #RET(H) oracle when called with input (J, S), ε/42 . Then
The choice of δ ′ = log q e ε/42 yields e −ε/21 Z Z * ≤Q Z * ≤ e ε/21 Z Z * . The fact that this precision in the approximation of Z suffices to obtain the required accuracy of the outputQ/Z * as an approximation of T is derived in [5, Proof of Theorem 3].
We can now give a classification of #RET(H) for irreflexive square-free graphs.
Theorem 18. Suppose that H is an irreflexive square-free graph. (i) If every connected component of H is a star, then #RET(H) is in FP.
(ii) Otherwise, if every connected component of H is a caterpillar, then #RET(H) approximationequivalent to #BIS.
Proof. We first give the classification assuming that H is a connected graph. Then we use Remark 15 to recover the full classification.
Suppose that H is a connected irreflexive square-free graph. We have #HOM(H) ≤ AP #RET(H) and #RET(H) ≤ AP #LHOM(H) by Observation 2. Therefore, #RET(H) inherits hardness results from #HOM(H) hardness results and it inherits easiness results from #LHOM(H) easiness results. Thus, since a star is a complete bipartite graph, item (i) follows from Theorem 8. Since a squarefree graph that is not a star cannot be a complete bipartite graph, the #BIS-hardness part of item (ii) follows from Theorem 9. It is known that a caterpillar is a bipartite permutation graph [34] (see also [16, Appendix A]), so the #BIS-easiness part of item (ii) follows again from Theorem 8. Theorem 8 also implies that #RET(H) is always #SAT-easy, giving the easiness result in item (iii).
It remains to show the hardness result in item (iii • Suppose that H contains a cycle of odd length. Then H is not bipartite and even the problem of deciding whether there exists a homomorphism to H is NP-complete due to Hell and Nešetřil [28] . This homomorphism decision problem reduces to the retraction decision problem RET(H) [2] and therefore RET(H) is NP-hard as well. Then, NP-hardness of RET(H) implies #SAT-hardness of the corresponding approximate counting problem #RET(H) by [5, Theorem 1].
• Suppose that H contains exactly one cycle of even length. Then H is a pseudotree and, as H is square-free, the cycle has length at least 6. Therefore RET(H) is NP-complete by Theorem 11. Then, as before, it follows that #RET(H) is #SAT-hard under AP-reductions by [5, Theorem 1].
• Suppose that H contains at least 2 cycles and all cycles in H have even length. We will show that H contains an induced J 3 and therefore is covered by Case 1. Let C be a shortest cycle in H. As there are at least two cycles in H and H is connected, there exists a path P 1 = w, z 0 , z 1 such that w is in C and z 0 is not in C. As C has length at least 6, there exists a path P 2 in C of the form x 0 , x 1 , w, y 0 , y 1 . As z 0 is not in C it does not coincide with any of the vertices of P 2 . Further, as C is a shortest cycle, z 1 cannot coincide with any of the vertices of P 2 . Therefore the vertices of P 1 and P 2 form a graph J 3 as shown in Figure 4 . This subgraph J 3 is induced as H does not contain any cycles of length less than 6.
End of Case 2.
The theorem now follows easily by Remark 15. If every connected component is easy, so is H. If any connected component is hard, so is H.
Graphs with Loops
In this section we consider graphs that are not irreflexive.
#BIS-Easiness Results for Graphs with Loops
The point of this section is to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 19. Let H be a partially bristled reflexive path with at least 3 vertices. Then #RET(H) ≡ AP #BIS.
This lemma builds on Kelk [33, Appendix A.8], who shows #HOM(H) ≡ AP #BIS for partially bristled reflexive paths H. Thus, our work in this section is generalising Kelk's work from homomorphism-counting to retraction-counting. For us, the main interest is actually that we manage to classify all graphs of girth at least 5, rather than that we show that these particular graphs are #BIS-equivalent. Nevertheless, partially bristled reflexive paths allow us to explore some interesting ideas, providing a convenient setting for generalising useful techniques.
In particular, in order to reduce #RET(H) to #BIS, we generalise a technique that was introduced by Dyer et al. [5, Lemma 8] in order to reduce homomorphism-counting problems to #BIS. Although the graphs H that we consider in this paper are mostly undirected, we show that the technique also applies when H is a directed graph. 2 A homomorphism from a digraph G to a digraph H is simply a function h :
as in the undirected case. As for undirected graphs, we use N (G, S) → H to denote the number of homomorphisms from (G, S) to H. Thus, we consider the following directed retraction problem.
Name: #DIR-RET(H).
Input: An irreflexive digraph G and a collection of lists
The main method used in the literature to prove #BIS-easiness of approximate homomorphismcounting problems is to reduce them to the problem of counting the downsets of a partial order, which is known to be #BIS-equivalent [5] . In order to obtain more general results, we formalise the technique introduced in the proof of [5, Lemma 8] and expanded by Kelk [33] , and use it in the context of the constraint satisfaction framework. Let L be a set of Boolean relations (called a constraint language). The counting constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) with parameter L is defined as follows.
Name: #CSP(L).
Input: A set of variables X and a set of constraints C, where each constraint applies a relation from L to a list of variables from X. Output: The number of assignments σ : X → {0, 1} that satisfy all constraints in C.
The constraint language that we will use consists of the two unary Boolean relations δ 0 = {(0)} and δ 1 = {(1)} and the arity-two Boolean relation Imp = {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1)}. Note that the constraint δ 0 (x) forces a satisfying assignment to assign the value 0 to the variable x and the constraint δ 1 (x) forces a satisfying assignment to assign the value 1 to x. The constraint Imp(x, y) ensures that, in any satisfying assignment σ, we have σ(x) =⇒ σ(y). It is known that the counting constraint satisfaction problem is #BIS-equivalent when the constraint language contains (exactly) these three relations.
We now formalise the downsets reduction technique from [5, Lemma 8] and state it as a technique for reducing homomorphism-counting problems to #CSP({Imp, δ 0 , δ 1 }). We generalise the original technique in two ways. First, we allow size-1 and size-|V (H)| lists in the input, so we obtain #BIS-easiness results for #RET(H) and not merely for #HOM(H). Second, even though the main focus of this work is on undirected graphs, we set up the machinery to enable (stronger) #BIS-easiness results for the directed problem #DIR-RET(H).
The main idea is as follows. Given any instances I v , I e , I f and I b of #CSP({Imp}) on a variable set X we will define (Definition 21) an undirected graph H Iv,Ie and (Definition 22) a digraph H Iv,I f ,I b . Then Lemma 23 will show that the problems #RET(H Iv,Ie ) and #DIR-RET(H Iv,I f ,I b ) both reduce to the #BIS-easy problem #CSP({Imp, δ 0 , δ 1 }). Finally, to prove the #BIS-easiness of #RET(H) when H is a partially bristled reflexive path (in order to achieve our goal of proving Lemma 19), we have to show, given a partially bristled reflexive path H, how to set up the corresponding instances I v and I e of #CSP(Imp) so that H Iv,Ie = H. (Actually, we don't quite do this, but we do something close -more details about this come later.)
Before defining the graph H Iv,Ie and the digraph H Iv,I f ,I b , it helps to explain the notation. The subscript "v" stands for "vertex" and the CSP instance I v is used to define the vertices of the graph H Iv,Ie and the vertices of the digraph H Iv,I f ,I b . The subscript "e" stands for "edge" and the CSP instance I e is used to define the edges of H Iv,Ie . The instance I f gives the "forward" constraints for each directed edge of H Iv,I f ,I b and the instance I b gives the corresponding "backward" constraints. We will use C v , C e , C f , and C b to denote the constraint sets of the instances I v , I e , I f , and I b , respectively. Definition 21. Let I v = (X, C v ) and I e = (X, C e ) be instances of #CSP({Imp}). We define the undirected graph H Iv,Ie as follows. The vertices of H Iv,Ie are the satisfying assignments of I v . Given any assignments σ and σ ′ in V (H Iv,Ie ), there is an edge {σ, σ ′ } in H Iv,Ie if and only if the following holds: For every constraint Imp(x, y) in I e , we have σ(x) ⇒ σ ′ (y) and σ ′ (x) ⇒ σ(y).
The definition of the digraph H Iv,I f ,I b is similar.
Proof. Undirected case: We first show the reduction from #RET(H Iv,Ie ) to #CSP({Imp, δ 0 , δ 1 }) and extend this to the directed result afterwards. From an instance (G, S) of #RET(H Iv,Ie ) we create an instance I of #CSP({Imp, δ 0 , δ 1 }) as follows. The set of variables of I is V (G) × X and the set of constraints C of I is constructed as follows.
(1) For each v ∈ V (G) and each constraint Imp(x, y) ∈ I v , we add the constraint Imp((v, x), (v, y)) to C.
(2) For each edge {u, v} ∈ E(G) and each constraint Imp(x, y) ∈ I e , we add the constraints Imp((u, x), (v, y)) and Imp((v, x), (u, y)) to C. x) ) to C. Otherwise, add the constraint δ 1 ((v, x)) to C.
To complete the reduction from #RET(H Iv,Ie ) to #CSP({Imp, δ 0 , δ 1 }), we will show that there is a bijection between homomorphisms from (G, S) to H Iv,Ie and satisfying assignments of I. This bijection ensures that the number of satisfying assignments of I is equal to N (G, S) → H Iv,Ie . Hence the approximation to N (G, S) → H Iv,Ie can be achieved using a single oracle call to #CSP({Imp, δ 0 , δ 1 }) with the desired accuracy ε.
To establish the bijection, we present an (invertible) map from satisfying assignments of I to homomorphisms from (G, S) to H Iv,Ie . The map is constructed as follows. Let σ be any satisfying assignment of I.
• For every vertex v ∈ V (G), define a function σ v : X → {0, 1} as follows. For all x ∈ X, let σ v (x) = σ((v, x)). The constraints added to C in item (1) ensure that, since σ is a satisfying assignment of I, σ v is a satisfying assignment of I v . Thus, σ v is a vertex of H Iv,Ie .
• Next, we will argue that the function from V (G) to V (H Iv,Ie ) that maps every vertex v ∈ V (G) to σ v is a homomorphism from (G, S) to H Iv,Ie .
-Consider an edge {u, v} of G. We must show that {σ u , σ v } is an edge of H Iv,Ie . Using Definition 21, this is equivalent to showing that, for every constraint Imp(x, y) in I e , we have σ u (x) ⇒ σ v (y) and σ v (x) ⇒ σ u (y). Using the construction of σ u and σ v , this is equivalent to showing that, for every constraint Imp(x, y) in I e , we have σ(u, x) ⇒ σ(v, y) and σ(v, x) ⇒ σ(u, y). This is ensured by the fact that σ is a satisfying assignment of I, so it satisfies the constraints added in item (2).
-Consider a vertex v ∈ V (G) with S v = {τ }. We must show that σ v = τ . This is ensured by the constraints added in item (3).
Starting from the satisfying assignment σ of I, we produced a homomorphism from (G, S) to H Iv,Ie , namely the homomorphism that maps every vertex v ∈ V (G) to σ v . To finish the proof, we need only note that this construction is invertible -given any homomorphism from (G, S) to H Iv,Ie we can let σ v denote the image of v under this homomorphism. Given the collection {σ v | v ∈ V (G)}, we construct an assignment σ from V (G) × X to {0, 1} by inverting the above construction: For every v ∈ V (G) and x ∈ X, let σ((v, x)) = σ v (x). We must then check that σ is satisfying.
• For each v ∈ V (G), the assignment σ satisfies the relevant constraints added in item (1) because σ v is a vertex of H Iv,Ie , hence a satisfying assignment of I v .
• For each {u, v} ∈ E(G) and each pair of constraints Imp((u, x), (v, y)) and Imp((v, x), (u, y)) added to C in item (2), σ satisfies the constraints because {σ u , σ v } is an edge of H Iv,Ie (so σ u (x) =⇒ σ v (y) and σ v (x) =⇒ σ u (y)).
• Finally, for any s ∈ {0, 1}, consider a constraint δ s ((v, x) ) introduced in item (3). The procedure in item (3) ensures that, for some τ with S v = {τ }, we have τ (x) = s. Our homomorphism has σ v = τ . Thus, the constraint σ((v, x)) = s is satisfied by σ.
Directed Case: The reduction from #DIR-RET(H Iv,I f ,I b ) to #CSP({Imp, δ 0 , δ 1 }) is similar to the one given in the undirected case. Starting with an instance (G, S) of #DIR-RET(H Iv,I f ,I b ) we create an instance I of #CSP({Imp, δ 0 , δ 1 }) as follows. The set of variables of I is V (G) × X, as in the undirected reduction. The set of constraints C of I is constructed in the same way as in the undirected reduction, except that item (2) is replaced with the following.
(2)' For each (directed) edge (u, v) ∈ E(G), we add the following constraints to C. For each constraint Imp(x, y) ∈ I f , we add the constraint Imp((u, x), (v, y)) to C. For each constraint Imp(x, y) ∈ I b , we add the constraint Imp((v, x), (u, y)) to C.
As in the undirected case, we complete the proof by establishing a bijection from satisfying assignments of I to homomorphisms from (G, S) to H Iv,I f ,I b . Let σ be any satisfying assignment of I. The construction of σ v from σ is the same as in the undirected case. Only one difference arises in the verification that the function from V (G) to V (H Iv,I f ,I b ) that maps every vertex v ∈ V (G) to σ v is a homomorphism from (G, S) to H Iv,I f ,I b . Consider any directed edge (u, v) of G. We must show that (σ u , σ v ) is an edge of H Iv,I f ,I b . Using Definition 22 and the construction of σ u and σ v , this is equivalent to showing
• For every constraint Imp(x, y) in I f , we have σ(u, x) ⇒ σ(v, y), and
This is ensured by the constraints added in item (2)'.
As in the undirected case, we next show that we have a bijection by starting with a homomorphism from (G, S) to H Iv,I f ,I b and letting σ v denote the image of v under this homomorphism. Given the collection {σ v | v ∈ V (G)} we construct an assignment σ from V (G) × X to {0, 1} exactly as in the undirected case. We must check that σ is a satisfying assignment of I. This is the same as the undirected case except checking that σ satisfies the constraints added in item (2)'. For (u, v) ∈ E(G) and a constraint Imp((u, x), (v, y)) added to C because Imp(x, y) ∈ I f , note that, since (σ u , σ v ) is an edge of H Iv,I f ,I b , by Definition 22, we have σ u (x) =⇒ σ v (x), so the constraint is satisfied. Similarly, for a constraint Imp((v, x), (u, y)) added to C because Imp(x, y) ∈ I b we again have σ v (x) =⇒ σ u (y), so the constraint is satisfied.
So we have a bijection from satisfying assignments of I to homomorphisms from (G, S) to H Iv,I f ,I b and the reduction from #DIR-RET(H Iv,I f ,I b ) to #CSP({Imp, δ 0 , δ 1 }) follows.
Although, to be general, we have presented undirected and directed reductions in Lemma 23, our goal in Lemma 19 is to prove #BIS-easiness of #RET(H) for a partially bristled reflexive path, which is an undirected graph. So we will use the undirected reduction from Lemma 23 for this. The rough idea will be to take a partially bristled reflexive path H and show how to set up the corresponding instances I v and I e of #CSP(Imp) so that H Iv,Ie = H. Then Lemma 23 shows that #RET(H) reduces to #CSP({Imp, δ 0 , δ 1 }), so #RET(H) is #BIS-easy. Unfortunately, we can't precisely achieve this goal, but we can set up the corresponding instances I v and I e so that H Iv,Ie is equal to H, together with some additional small connected components, which turn out not to matter. The fact that these small connected components don't cause trouble was first observed by Kelk [33] in the context of counting homomorphisms. In Lemma 25 we show that this is also true when counting retractions. Lemma 24 states the well-known fact that subtracting polynomial-size entities does not spoil an AP-reduction, which is, for instance, pointed out in [33, Lemma 6.6] . For the sake of completeness we give a short proof. Suppose instead that k ≥ 1. In this case, the algorithm makes a #HOM(H) oracle call with input G and precision δ ≤ ε 16k . Let R be the integer solution returned by this oracle call (note that R is an approximation to N satisfying e −δ N ≤ R ≤ e δ N ). The algorithm returns R − k. We show that this output approximates N G → H ′ with the desired precision.
Lemma 24. Let
If N G → H ′ = 0 then N = k and e −δ k ≤ R ≤ e δ k. By Observation 13 and the facts that ε < 1 and k ≥ 1 this implies R ∈ (k − 1/4, k + 1/4) and since R is integer this gives R = k. Thus, in this case the algorithm returns 0, which is the exact solution.
Suppose instead that N G → H ′ ≥ 1. In this case, N ≥ k + 1 and by Observation 13 we have
Using the fact that 2kδ ≤ ε/8 ≤ ε/8 · (N − k) since N ≥ k + 1 and the crude bound 2δ ≤ ε/8 we have
Finally, by Observation 13, this implies e −ε (N − k) ≤ R − k ≤ e ε (N − k) and thus returning R − k has the desired precision.
Lemma 25. Let H ′ be a graph and let H be the graph consisting of a copy of H ′ together with some additional connected components C 1 , . . . , C k . Suppose that, for each i ∈ [k], C i is one of the following graphs: a singleton vertex, with or without a loop, or an unlooped edge. Then #RET(H ′ ) ≤ AP #RET(H).
Proof. Recall the definition of #RET(H) conn from Section 1.5. To prove the lemma we show
The first reduction follows from Observation 14 and the third reduction is trivial. It remains to show that #RET(H ′ ) conn ≤ AP #RET(H) conn . Let (G, S ′ ) be an input to #RET(H ′ ) conn and let ε ∈ (0, 1) be the desired precision. From the problem definition, G is connected. Now define the lists
the algorithm tests whether there is a list S
If there is such a list, then there is a particular component of H ′ with the property that every homomorphism from G to H ′ maps all vertices of G to this component, and every homomorphism from G to H maps all vertices of G to this component. Thus, N (G, S ′ ) → H ′ = N (G, S) → H . So a single oracle call with precision ε gives the sought-for approximation.
If there is no list S ′ v ∈ S ′ with |S ′ v | = 1 then every list S ′ v is equal to V (H ′ ) and every list S v is equal to V (H). Thus,
. . C k are either singleton vertices or unlooped edges, the algorithm can compute Lemma 24 gives the sought-for AP-reduction.
As noted at the beginning of this section, approximately counting homomorphisms to partially bristled reflexive paths is shown to be #BIS-easy in [33, Appendix A.8] . Using the same construction and our Lemma 23 we can now prove Lemma 19, which is the generalisation for counting retractions. We restate the lemma and recast the construction in our setting for convenience.
Lemma 19. Let H be a partially bristled reflexive path with at least 3 vertices. Then #RET(H) ≡ AP #BIS.
Proof. The #BIS-hardness part of the statement is inherited from #HOM(H) using Theorem 9 and the reduction #HOM(H) ≤ AP #RET(H) from Observation 2. We now show #BIS-easiness.
We start with some notation from Definition 12. Note that a reflexive path with at least 3 vertices has the same form given in the second part of that definition, except that S is empty. Thus, H can be described as follows. Let Q be a positive integer and let S be a subset of
Let X = {x 0 , . . . , x Q }. Define the instances I v = (X, C v ) and I e = (X, C e ) of #CSP({Imp}) as follows.
• For each i ∈ [Q] \ S, we add a constraint Imp(x i , x i−1 ) to C v .
• For each pair (i, j) satisfying 0 ≤ i < j ≤ Q, we add a constraint Imp(x j , x i ) to C e . We claim that the graph H Iv,Ie , as defined in Definition 21, has a connected component that is isomorphic to H and that all other connected components of H Iv,Ie are singleton vertices (without loops). Given the claim, the reduction from #RET(H) to #BIS follows from Lemmas 25, 23 and 20. We conclude the proof by showing the claim. For each i ∈ {0, . . . , Q + 1} let σ i : X → {0, 1} be the following assignment of Boolean values to variables in X.
Note that σ 0 maps all arguments to 0 and σ Q+1 maps all arguments to 1. The indices are chosen this way to match the indices of the vertices c 0 to c Q+1 of the graph H. Note that σ 0 , . . . , σ Q+1 are satisfying assignments of I v and, therefore, they are vertices of H Iv,Ie . By the definition of I e , these vertices are looped in H Iv,Ie . Also, for all i ∈ [Q], we have {σ i , σ i+1 } ∈ E(H Iv,Ie ). Moreover, the vertices σ 0 , . . . , σ Q+1 form a reflexive path in H Iv,Ie . Now for each i ∈ {0, . . . , Q + 1} let σ ′ i : X → {0, 1} be the following assignment of Boolean values to variables in X. • If i ∈ S: In this case, σ ′ i is a satisfying assignment of I v . By the definition of I e , σ ′ i has degree 1 and is adjacent to σ i in H Iv,Ie . Thus, the vertex σ ′ i of H Iv,Ie corresponds to the vertex g i of H.
• If i / ∈ S: In this case, as i ≥ 1, the constraint Imp(x i , x i−1 ) in I v ensures that σ ′ i is not a satisfying assignment of I v and, therefore, σ ′ i is not a vertex of H Iv,Ie .
We will next show that the edges that we have already described constitute all of the edges of H Iv,Ie . This means that the rest of the vertices of H Iv,Ie have degree 0, so we are finished.
To this end, let σ be any function from X to {0, 1}. From the definition of I e , we obtain the following necessary condition for σ to have a neighbour in H Iv,Ie : Let i ∈ {0, . . . , Q} be the largest index for which σ(x i ) = 1. Then, for all j ≤ i − 2, it holds that σ(x j ) = 1. Thus, for σ to have a neighbour in H Iv,Ie it has to be of the form σ i or σ ′ i .
Remark 26. One interesting feature of Lemma 19 is that it shows that there are graphs H for which #RET(H) is #BIS-equivalent, whereas #LHOM(H) is #SAT-hard. Thus, subject to the complexity assumption that #BIS is not #SAT-equivalent, there is a graph H for which the complexity of #RET(H) differs from that of #LHOM(H). The smallest example from the class of partially bristled reflexive paths for which this separation holds is the so-called 2-Wrench, depicted in Figure 7 . The fact that #SAT ≤ AP #LHOM(2-Wrench) follows from Theorem 8. 
#SAT-Hardness Results for Graphs with Loops
The goal of this section is to prove the hardness results given in Lemmas 29, 30 and 45. In order to show #SAT-hardness results we will prove that certain neighbourhood structures induce hardness. To this end consider the following easy and well-known observation.
Observation 27. Let H be a graph and let u be a vertex of H. Then #HOM(H[Γ(u)]) ≤ AP #RET(H).
Proof. Let G be an input to #HOM(H[Γ(u)]) and let v 1 , . . . , v n be the vertices of G. Let w be a vertex distinct from the vertices in G. Then we construct the graph G ′ with vertices
First we combine some known results to show hardness that is derived from the analysis of distance-1 neighbourhoods (Lemmas 29 and 30 ). Then we show hardness results derived from the analysis of distance-2 neighbourhoods in the more difficult Lemma 45, which is the main result of this section.
For Lemmas 29 and 30 we use gadgets based on complete bipartite graphs where two states dominate (see, e.g., [5, Lemma 25] , [20, Section 5] and [33, Lemma 5.1]). We use the version of Kelk [33] . Let
Lemma 28 ([33, Lemma 5.1]). Let H be a graph with ∅ F (H) V (H). Suppose that, for every pair (S, T ) with ∅ ⊆ S, T ⊆ V (H) satisfying S ⊆ Γ(T ) and T ⊆ Γ(S), at least one of the following holds:
(1) S = F (H).
(2) T = F (H).

(3) |S| · |T | < |F (H)| · |V (H)|.
Then #SAT ≤ AP #HOM(H).
Lemma 28 is not difficult to prove. A homomorphism from a complete bipartite graph to H will typically map one side to F (H) and the other to V (H). So it is easy to reduce from counting independent sets.
Let 
Recall the 2-Wrench as given in Figure 7 .
Lemma 30. Let H be a triangle-free graph that has a looped vertex b which has an unlooped neighbour. If H[Γ(b)] is not isomorphic to a 2-Wrench, then #SAT ≤ AP #RET(H).
Proof. By Observation 27 we know #HOM(H[Γ(b)]) ≤ AP #RET(H). We show #SAT ≤ AP #HOM(H[Γ(b)]) to obtain #SAT ≤ AP #RET(H).
To shorten the notation let
We consider different cases depending on the graph H b . By assumption the vertex b is looped and has at least one unlooped neighbour. First consider the case where H b has at most 4 vertices. Since, by assumption, H b is triangle-free and not isomorphic to a 2-Wrench, it has to be isomorphic to one of the graphs depicted in Figure 8 . Approximately counting homomorphisms to the first graph in Figure 8 is well-known to be equivalent to #IS (the problem of approximately counting independent sets in a graph) which is #SAT-equivalent • If |S| = 1 then either item (1) or item (3) of Lemma 28 are satisfied.
• If |T | = 1 then either item (2) or item (3) of Lemma 28 are satisfied.
• If |S| ≥ 3 then T = {b} since T ⊆ Γ(S) and H is triangle-free. So |T | = 1.
• If |T | ≥ 3 then S = {b} since S ⊆ Γ(T ) and H is a triangle-free. So |S| = 1.
• If |S| = |T | = 2 then |S| · |T | = 4 and item (3) of Lemma 28 is satisfied.
So Lemma 28 gives #SAT ≤ AP #HOM(H b ).
The goal of the remainder of this section is to show Lemma 45, in which we prove #SAT-hardness using distance-2 neighbourhoods of vertices in H. In the proof of Lemma 45 we use a gadget graph which we introduce at this point to describe some of its properties. Note that a similar but simpler gadget has been used in [5] and [33] . Definition 32. We now define the graph J, as visualised in Figure 9 . Let p, q and t be positive integers -these are parameters of J. Let A, A ′ , B and B ′ be independent sets of size p · t and let C and C ′ be independent sets of size q · t. In addition, we introduce vertices α, α ′ and β that are distinct from the remaining vertices. The vertex set of J is the union of {α, α ′ , β} and the sets A, A ′ , B, B ′ , C and C ′ . As displayed in Figure 9 , the edge set of J is defined as follows. The set of edges M 1 between the vertices of A and B forms a perfect matching (every vertex in A is adjacent to exactly one vertex in B and vice versa). The set of edges M 2 between the vertices of C and C ′ and the edges M 3 between the vertices of A ′ and B ′ form perfect matchings respectively. Then
This completes the definition of the graph J.
For any positive integer k let H k be the graph as shown in Figure 10 . The vertex set of H k is {w 1 , d 1 , r 1 , w 2 , d 2 , r 2 , b, g, y 1 , . . . , y k }. All of these vertices are looped except for d 1 , d 2 and g. The non-loop edges of H k are the edges in {{w 1 , r 1 }, {w 2 , r 2 }, {d 1 , r 1 }, {d 2 , r 2 }, {r 1 , b}, {r 2 , b}, {b, g}, {g, y 1 }, . . . , {g, y k }}, . . . For a graph J we define the vertex lists S α = {g}, S α ′ = {g}, and S β = {b}. Also, for all
In order to investigate the number of homomorphisms from (J, S J ) to H k , we set up the following notation. Suppose that U and V are subsets of V (J) and that h is a homomorphism h ∈ H((J, S J ), H k ). We define
We say that (h (A, B) , h(C, C ′ ), h(B ′ , A ′ )) is the type of h. We will partition the set H((J, S J ), H k ) into different classes by type. Formally, a type is a tuple T = (T 1 , T 2 , T 3 ) where each T i is a subset of {(x, y) | x ∈ V (H), y ∈ V (H), {x, y} ∈ E(H)}. The type of a homomorphism gives a lot of information. Given a type T = (
and h(A ′ ) = A ′ (T ). A type T is called non-empty if there exists a homomorphism from (J, S J ) to H k that has type T , otherwise it is called empty. The following observation follows from the definition of J.
Observation 33. A type T = (T 1 , T 2 , T 3 ) is non-empty if and only if
(1) T 1 , T 2 and T 3 are non-empty,
Given a type T = (T 1 , T 2 , T 3 ) we define N (T ) to be the number of homomorphisms in H((J, S J ), H k ) that have type T . We also set
In Lemma 35 we show that, for non-empty T ,
N (T ) is a close approximation to N (T ).
We use the following technical fact. Let 
Lemma 35. Let p and q be positive integers. There exists a positive integer t 0 such that for all t ≥ t 0 and all non-empty types T of the corresponding graph J we have
Proof. Let T = (T 1 , T 2 , T 3 ) be a non-empty type. Then
For fixed p and q and sufficiently large t 0 we know from Lemma 34 that for all t ≥ t 0 we have
An analogous bound holds for the other two factors in Equation (5). The statement of the lemma then directly follows from Lemma 34.
Definition 36. We say that a type T = (T 1 , T 2 , T 3 ) is maximal if it is non-empty and every type
Using this definition of maximality we prove that the number of homomorphisms in H((J, S J ), H k ) that have a maximal type is exponentially larger than the number of homomorphisms that have nonmaximal types. Note that the precise value of the fraction 31+12k 32+12k that appears in the following lemmas is not important, we only need it to be smaller than 1. This particular bound uses the fact that, for any type (T 1 , T 2 , T 3 ), the sets T 1 , T 2 and T 3 have cardinality at most 2|E(H k )| = 32 + 12k.
Constraint 37. In our proofs we will need the fact that the parameters p and q of J are sufficiently large with respect to the number of edges in H k . In particular, we require that p, q ≥ 2|E(H k )| = 32 + 12k.
Lemma 38. Let T be a non-empty type that is not maximal. Then there exists a non-empty type
Proof. Let T = (T 1 , T 2 , T 3 ) be a non-empty type that is not maximal. Then there exists a non-empty type T * = (T * 1 , T * 2 , T * 3 ) with T * = T and
Then (using the fact that p, q ≥ 1)
For a set of vertices S in a graph H recall the definition of the set of common neighbours Γ(S) and the set of all neighbours Φ(S) from Section 1.5.
Proof. Let T = (T 1 , T 2 , T 3 ) be a non-empty type.
Proof of (1): It is clear from the definitions that A ′ (T ) ). Suppose that T 2 is a strict subset of E(C(T ), C ′ (T )). We will show that T is not maximal. To this end, consider the type
Using Observation 33 and the fact that T is non-empty, we conclude that T * is non-empty. Using the definition of maximality (comparing T to T * ) we conclude that T is not maximal. Similarly, if T 1 is a strict subset of E(A(T ), B(T )) or if T 3 is a strict subset of E(B ′ (T ), A ′ (T )) then T is not maximal.
Proof of (2):
• We first show that T * is non-empty. Note that A(
and
. Using Observation 33 and the fact that T is non-empty, we must check that
(H). To do this, we will check that B(T ) × S ⊆ E(H) and B ′ (T ) × S ′ ⊆ E(H).
We start with the first of these. Since T is non-empty, Observation 33 guarantees that
, which follows from the definition of S. The proof that B ′ (T ) × S ′ ⊆ E(H) is similar. We have shown that T * is non-empty.
• We next show that C(T * ) = S. The vertex b is adjacent to everything in Γ(b) so it is adjacent to everything in the subset Γ(C ′ (T )) ∩ Γ(b) hence b ∈ X ′ . Since b has a loop, this implies b ∈ S ′ . Since S ⊆ Γ(b), every vertex in S is adjacent to b ∈ S ′ so C(T * ) = S, as required. We can similarly show that C ′ (T * ) = S ′ .
Suppose that C(T ) is a strict subset of S. Comparing T to T * , we find that T 2 is a strict subset of E(S, S ′ ) so T is not maximal. Similarly, if C ′ (T ) is a strict subset of S ′ then T is not maximal.
Proof of (3): It is immediate from Observation 33 that
Suppose that B(T ) is a strict subset of Γ(C(T )) ∩ Γ(b). We will show that T is not maximal. To this end, let v be any vertex in Γ(C(T )) ∩ Γ(b) \ B(T ) and consider the type
Proof of (4): It is immediate from Observation 33 and the definition of a type that
If either of these subset inclusions is strict then, as in the proof of (3), it is straightforward to see that T is not maximal.
Lemma 41. Let T be a maximal type. Then C(T ) and C ′ (T ) are both in the set {{b}, {r 1 , b}, {r 2 , b}{r 1 , r 2 , b, g}}.
Proof. We will prove this for C(T ). The argument for C ′ (T ) is the same. From Observation 33, C(T ) is a (not necessarily strict) subset of Γ(b) = {r 1 , r 2 , b, g} (and it is non-empty).
• If g ∈ C(T ) then Γ(C(T )) ∩ Γ(b) = {b} so, by item (2) of Lemma 40, C(T ) = Γ(b) = {r 1 , r 2 , b, g}.
• If r 1 ∈ C(T ) and r 2 ∈ C(T ) then Γ(C(T ))∩Γ(b) = {b} so, again, C(T ) = Γ(b) = {r 1 , r 2 , b, g}.
• If C(T ) = {r 1 } then Γ(C(T )) ∩ Γ(b) = {r 1 , b} so, by item (2) of Lemma 40, C(T ) = {r 1 , b}, which is a contradiction.
• Similarly, the case C(T ) = {r 2 } gives a contradiction.
This covers all possible cases.
We say that the types (E(X 1 , X 2 ), E(X 3 , X 4 ), E(X 5 , X 6 )) and (E(X 6 , X 5 ), E(X 4 , X 3 ), E(X 2 , X 1 )) are symmetric to each other.
Note that if T and T ′ are symmetric to each other it holds that N (T ) = N (T ′ ). Table 1 : Maximal types of the homomorphisms in H(J, S J ), H k ). p, q and t are the parameters of J.
p and q satisfy Constraint 37.
Each line corresponds to a type Proof. First, Lemma 41 gives the 4 possibilities for C(T ) and C ′ (T ). Up to symmetry, this gives the 10 possibilities listed in the table.
Next, for each of the 10 possibilities, we use items (3) and (4) of Lemma 40 to compute the corresponding sets A(T ), B(T ), B ′ (T ) and A ′ (T ). Now item (1) of Lemma 40 guarantees that
These quantities are all computed in the table.
Let T 1 , . . . , T 10 be the types as given in Table 1 .
Lemma 44. Let k be a positive integer. Then there is a γ ∈ (0, 1) and positive integers p and q that satisfy Constraint 37 such that, for all i ∈ [10] except i = 4 and all positive integers t, we have
Proof. We choose integers p, q ≥ 32 + 12k (p and q satisfy Constraint 37) such that
This is possible as log 4 (4 + k) < log 9/4 (4 + k) for all k > 0. Suppose that T and T ′ are types listed in Table 1 which are distinct from T 4 and have the property that N (T ′ ) < N (T ). Then the sought-for bound automatically holds for T ′ if it holds for T . We check the sought-for bound for each i ∈ [10] , i = 4:
= (4 + k) pt (1/4) qt < γ t is fulfilled for some sufficiently large γ < 1 if and only if (4 + k) p /4 q < 1. This is true as log 4 (4 + k) < q p by (6).
T 2 (and T 3 ):
= 2 pt (1/2) qt < γ t is fulfilled for some sufficiently large γ < 1 if and only if 2 p /2 q < 1. This is true as q > p by (6).
T 6 (and T 7 ):
= (4/(4 + k)) pt < γ t is fulfilled for 4/(4 + k) ≤ 4/5 < γ < 1.
T 8 (and T 9 ):
= (2/(4 + k)) pt (3/2) qt < γ t is fulfilled for some sufficiently large γ < 1 if and only if (2/(4 + k)) p (3/2) q < 1. This is true as q p < log 9/4 (4 + k) < log 3/2 ((4 + k)/2) by (6) and for all k > 0.
= (1/(4 + k)) pt (9/4) qt < γ t is fulfilled for some sufficiently large γ < 1 if and only if (1/(4 + k)) p (9/4) q < 1. This is true as q p < log 9/4 (4 + k) by (6).
Now we have collected all properties of the gadget graph J that we need to prove Lemma 45. We will see that this lemma is the final piece to show the classification for graphs of girth at least 5 stated in Theorem 1. In the statement of the lemma we refer to the graph H ′ k as depicted in Figure 11 .
. . . . . . Proof. We use a reduction from #LARGECUT, which is known to be #SAT-hard (see [5] ). A cut of a graph G is a partition of V (G) into two subsets (the order of this pair is ignored) and the size of a cut is the number of edges that have exactly one endpoint in each of these two subsets.
Name: #LARGECUT. Input: An integer K ≥ 1 and a connected graph G in which every cut has size at most K. Output: The number of size-K cuts in G.
Let G and K be an input to #LARGECUT, n be the number of vertices of G and ε ∈ (0, 1) be the parameter of the desired precision of approximation in the AP-reduction. From G we construct an input (G ′ , S) to #RET(H) by introducing vertex and edge gadgets. By the assumption of the lemma, the vertex b of H has Γ(b) = {b, r 1 , r 2 , g} where b, r 1 and r 2 are looped and g is not and Γ(g) = {b, y 1 , . . . , y k } with k ≥ 1.
Let p, q be positive integers that are chosen such that they fulfil Constraint 37 and (6) . Note that p and q only depend on k which is a parameter of the fixed graph H and therefore do not depend on the input G. We will define the parameter t of the gadget graph J to be t = n 4 . We also define a new parameter s = n + 1.
For each vertex v ∈ V (G) we introduce a vertex gadget G ′ v which is a graph J with parameters p, q and t as given in Definition 32. We denote the corresponding sets A, B, C, C ′ , B ′ , A ′ by
It is fine to keep the notation for the remaining vertices as α, α ′ and β as technically these vertices can be thought of as identical vertices over all gadgets because of their pinning. We say that two gadgets G ′ u and G ′ v are adjacent if u and v are adjacent in G. We connect vertex gadgets as follows. For every edge e = {u, v} ∈ E(G) we introduce an edge gadget as follows. We introduce two size-s independent sets, denoted by S e and S ′ e . We set V ′ e = S e ∪S ′ e . As shown in Figure 12 we construct the set of edges Figure 12 : The edge gadget for the edge e = {u, v}.
Putting the pieces together, G ′ is the graph with
Finally, we define the vertex lists S α = S α ′ = {g}, S β = {b} and
This completes the definition of the instance (G ′ , S).
The pinning of the vertex β (via the list S β ) ensures that every homomorphism from (G ′ , S) to H is a homomorphism from (G ′ , S) to H[Γ 2 (b)]. By the assumption of the lemma, H[Γ 2 (b)] is a subgraph of H k . We make a case distinction based on the graph H[Γ 2 (b)].
Let h be a homomorphisms from (G ′ , S) to H, v be some vertex of G and G ′ v be the corresponding vertex gadget. Then by our definition of (G ′ , S) we observe that h| V (G ′ v ) corresponds to a homomorphism from (J, S J ) to H k and therefore has a type.
We say that a homomorphism from (G ′ , S) to H is full if its restriction to each vertex gadget is either of type T 4 (from Table 1 ) or of its symmetric type (let us call it T ′ 4 ). The cut corresponding to a full homomorphism h partitions V (G) into those vertices v for which h| G ′ v has type T 4 and those for which h| G ′ v has type T ′ 4 . We say that a full homomorphism is K-large if the size of the corresponding cut is equal to K, otherwise we say that the homomorphism is K-small. Consider a full homomorphism h from (G ′ , S) to H k .
• For an edge e = {u, v} of G let h| G ′ u have type T 4 and h| G ′ v have type T ′ 4 . Note that by the definition of the edge gadget, we have h(S e ) ⊆ Γ(h(C u )) ∩ Γ(h(C ′ v )). Then the vertices in S e can be mapped to any of the 4 neighbours of b, whereas all vertices in S ′ e have to be mapped to b (the sole common neighbour of r 1 , r 2 , b and g).
• Suppose instead that h| G ′ u and h| G ′ v have the same type T 4 or T ′ 4 . Then the homomorphism h has to map the vertices in both S e and S v to b.
Thus, every pair of adjacent gadgets of different types contributes a factor of 4 s to the number of full homomorphisms, whereas every pair of adjacent gadgets of the same type only contributes a factor of 1. Recall the definition of N (T ) as the number of homomorphisms from (J, S J ) to H k that have type T . Then for ℓ ≥ 1 every size-ℓ cut of G arises in 2 · N (T 4 ) n · 4 sℓ ways as a full homomorphism from
Let N be the number of solutions to #LARGECUT with input G and K (our goal is to approximate this number). We partition the homomorphisms from (G ′ , S) to H k into three different sets. Z * is the number of K-large (full) homomorphisms, Z 1 is the number of homomorphisms that are full but K-small and Z 2 is the number of non-full homomorphisms. Then we have
Thus it remains to show that (Z 1 + Z 2 )/(2N (T 4 ) n 4 sK ) ≤ 1/4 for our choice of p, q, t and s. Under this assumption we then have
] and a single oracle call to determine N (G ′ , S) → H with precision δ = ε/21 suffices to determine N with the sought-for precision as demonstrated in [5] . Now we prove (Z 1 + Z 2 )/(2N (T 4 ) n 4 sK ) ≤ 1/4. As there are at most 2 n ways to assign a type T 4 or T ′ 4 to the n vertex gadgets in G ′ we have
. Then we obtain the following bound since s = n + 1:
.
We obtain a similar bound for Z 2 . From Lemmas 38, 43 and 44 we know that for our choice of p and q there exists γ ∈ (0, 1) such that for every type T that is not T 4 or T ′ 4 we have N (T ) ≤ γ t N (T 4 ). Using Lemma 35 this gives N (T ) ≤ 2γ t N (T 4 ) for sufficiently large t with respect to p, q and k (which only depend on H but not on the input G). Since t = n 4 we can assume that t is sufficiently large with respect to p and q as otherwise the input size is bounded by a constant (in which case we can solve #LARGECUT in constant time).
For each type T = (T 1 , T 2 , T 3 ), the cardinality of each set T i is bounded above by 2|E(H k )| = 32 + 12k and hence there are at most 2 32+12k 3 different types. Furthermore, as H k has 8 + k vertices, there are at most (8 + k) 2sn 2 possible functions from the at most 2sn 2 vertices in e∈E(G) (S e ∪ S ′ e ) to vertices in H k . Since t = n 4 and s = n + 1 we obtain
The last inequality holds for sufficiently large n as
for some constant C that only depends on H, but not on the input G, whereas t = n 4 . ] by the assumption of the lemma. Therefore each homomorphism which is of type T 4 is also in H ′ (their number remains unchanged). The analysis is then analogous to that of Case 1. (The number of K-large and K-small homomorphisms stays the same whereas the number of non-full homomorphisms can only decrease as we only need to consider a subset of the previous types and the number of homomorphisms that have a particular type can only decrease.) (End of Case 2)
Putting the Pieces together
Now finally we have all the tools at hand to prove the main classification result for counting retractions to graphs of girth at least 5, which we restate at this point. 
i) If every connected component of H is an irreflexive star, a single looped vertex, or an edge with two loops, then #RET(H) is in FP.
ii) Otherwise, if every connected component of H is an irreflexive caterpillar or a partially bristled reflexive path, then #RET(H) is approximation-equivalent to #BIS.
iii) Otherwise, #RET(H) is approximation-equivalent to #SAT.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 18, the fact that the classification extends from connected graphs to graphs with multiple connected components follows from Remark 15. Now assume without loss of generality that H is a connected graph. If H is an irreflexive graph then the statement of the theorem follows from the slightly more general Theorem 18 (in the irreflexive case we only require H to be square-free). Now suppose that H has at least one looped vertex. From Observation 2 we know that, in general, hardness results for #HOM(H) carry over to #RET(H) and easiness results carry over from #LHOM(H). Then, by Theorem 8, #RET(H) is in FP if H is a single looped vertex or a single looped edge. Otherwise, since it is triangle-free, H cannot be a complete reflexive graph, so #RET(H) is #BIS-hard with respect to AP-reductions by Theorem 9. The #BIS-easiness for partially bristled reflexive paths follows from our Lemma 19. Theorem 8 implies that #RET(H) is always #SAT-easy.
It remains to show the #SAT-hardness result for graphs H that have at least one looped vertex but are not partially bristled reflexive paths. To this end we distinguish two disjoint cases:
1. Suppose that every unlooped vertex in H has degree 1. Let H * be the subgraph induced by the looped vertices of H. As all unlooped vertices have degree 1, the fact that H is connected implies that H * is connected. Then, in general, H * is either a reflexive path, a reflexive cycle or it contains a subgraph WR q for some q ≥ 3.
(a) Suppose that H * is a reflexive path u 1 , . . . , u t . By the fact that H is not a partially bristled reflexive path and all unlooped vertices have degree 1, it follows that either some u i has more than one unlooped neighbour or at least one of the endpoints u 1 or u t has an unlooped neighbour. Then #SAT-hardness follows from Lemma 30. Figure 11) is a subgraph of H[Γ 2 (b)]. From items 2a and 2b it follows that for i = 1, 2 the vertex r i has at most one looped and one unlooped neighbour apart from b and r i itself. (If they exist let us call the looped neighbour w i and the unlooped neighbour
Note that d 1 , d 2 and g are unlooped vertices in H. Furthermore, for i = 1, 2 we have shown the following
These edges form a tree on the vertices of H[Γ 2 (b)]. By the fact that H has girth at least 5 it This section studies the place of the problem #RET(H) within the landscape of a number of closely related counting problems. We now give formal definitions for these problems, which are parameterised by a graph H. Let G be an irreflexive graph. A homomorphism h : G → H is said to be surjective if for every vertex v ∈ V (H) there is a vertex u ∈ V (G) such that h(u) = v. We use N sur G → H to denote the number of surjective homomorphisms from G to H. Similarly, the homomorphism h is a compaction if it is surjective and for every non-loop edge {v 1 , v 2 } ∈ E(H) there is is an edge {u 1 , u 2 } ∈ E(G) such that h(u 1 ) = v 1 and h(u 2 ) = v 2 . We use N comp G → H to denote the number of compactions from G to H.
Name: #SHOM(H).
Input: An irreflexive graph G. Output: N sur G → H .
Name: #COMP(H).
Input: An irreflexive graph G. Output:
We also define the corresponding list versions of these two problems. We use N sur (G, S) → H and N comp (G, S) → H to denote the number of surjective homomorphisms from (G, S) to H and the number of compactions from (G, S) to H, respectively. Note that the list version of the problem #RET(H) is simply the problem #LHOM(H).
Name: #LSHOM(H).
Input: An irreflexive graph G and a collection of
Name: #LCOMP(H).
Furthermore, we define a generalisation of the problems #HOM(H), #RET(H) and #LHOM(H). Let 2 V (H) = {S | S ⊆ V (H)} be the power set of V (H). For a fixed graph H and a set L ⊆ 2 V (H) we define
As a measure of distance between two distributions π and π ′ on a finite universe Ω we use the total variation distance d TV (π, π ′ ) = 
Reductions using a Monte Carlo Approach
The main goal of this section is to prove Corollaries 49 and 51. Together they constitute Theorem 5 which states that both #SHOM(H) and #COMP(H) are AP-reducible to #RET(H).
In the following two lemmas we prove some necessary ingredients that we use in the proof of Lemma 48. From Section 1.5 recall that a RAS for #HOM(H, L) is an (ε, δ)-approximation for #HOM(H, L) with δ = 1/4. First, we point out the well-known fact that this can be powered to obtain an (ε, δ)-approximation for smaller δ.
Lemma 46. Let H be a graph and L ⊆ 2 V (H)
. There is an algorithm COUNTHOM H,L which uses oracle access to a RAS for #HOM(H, L) and has the following properties.
• It is given an input (G, S) to #HOM(H, L) together with accuracy parameters ε and δ in (0, 1).
• It returns a natural number X with Pr e −ε ≤ X N (G,S)→H ≤ e ε ≥ 1 − δ
• Its running time is bounded by a polynomial in ε −1 , log δ −1 , and the number of vertices of G.
Proof. The lemma is basically the same as [32, Lemma 6 .1] applied to the problem #HOM(H, L). The only difference is that [32, Lemma 6 .1] gives a precision guarantee of the form
However, by Observation 13, using accuracy parameter ε/2 instead of ε in [32, Lemma 6.1] suffices to obtain the desired result.
Second, we point out that if L contains the set of singletons {{v} | v ∈ V (H)} then #HOM(H, L) is self-reducible. So the technique of Jerrum, Valiant and Vazirani [32] reduces the problem of approximately sampling homomorphisms with lists in L to the problem of approximately counting them. The original notion of self-reducibilty, due to Schnorr [42] , relies on careful encodings of instances, so we use instead the more general self-partitionability notion of Dyer and Greenhill. Dyer and Greenhill show [8] that the technique of Jerrum, Valiant and Vazirani applies to every self-partitionable problem. Thus, we get the following lemma.
Our first goal is Corollary 49 which is an AP-reduction from #COMP(H) to #RET(H). The reduction uses a Monte Carlo Algorithm (Algorithm 1). The algorithm is presented more generally, with lists, so that we can also use it in the reductions of Corollaries 50, 51 and 52. The following observation provides the basis for the algorithm. Let H be a graph, G be an irreflexive graph and S be a corresponding set of lists. If there is a compaction from (G, S) to H then there exists a set U ⊆ V (G) with |U | ≤ |V (H)| + 2|E(H)| and a compaction τ from G[U ] to H. Accordingly, we define T G,S = {(U, τ ) | U ⊆ V (G), |U | ≤ |V (H)| + 2|E(H)|, (8) τ is a compaction from G[U ] to H such that ∀u ∈ U, τ (u) ∈ S u } and t G,S = |T G,S |. Let (U i , τ i ) i∈[t G,S ] be an arbitrary indexing of the elements of T G,S . For i ∈ [t G,S ] we define Ω G,S,i = {σ ∈ H((G, S), H) | σ| U i = τ i }, 
Note that Ω + G,S = i∈[t G,S ] |Ω G,S,i |. As every element of a set Ω G,S,i is a compaction from (G, S) to H and every such compaction is contained in a set Ω G,S,i , we have Proof. First note that given oracle access to a RAS for #HOM(H, L * ), the routines COUNTHOM H,L * and SAMPLEHOM H,L * exist as shown in Lemmas 46 and 47 (by definition L * contains {{v} | v ∈ V (H)}). Furthermore, the input to these routines is valid: A list S i v ∈ S i is either of the form {τ i (v)} or otherwise S i v = S v ∈ L. Therefore, in general, S i v ∈ L * . Thus Algorithm 1 is well-defined. Next we show that the runtime condition is met. Assume δ to be fixed. Note that we can determine T G,S exactly by enumerating all possible assignments of at most |V (H)| + 2|E(H)| vertices of G to the vertices of H and checking whether the resulting assignment is a compaction. Checking can be done in polynomial time and t G,S = |T G,S | ≤ |V (H)|+2|E(H)| k=1 n k ∈ poly(n). It follows that m ∈ poly(n, ε −1 ). The runtime of the routine COUNTHOM H,L * (G, S i , ε ′ , δ ′′ ) is in poly(n, 1/ε ′ ) by Lemma 46. Finally, the runtime of SAMPLEHOM H,L * (G, S i , ε ′ /(2|V (H)| n )) is in poly(n, log(1/ε ′ )) by Lemma 47. It is essential here that the runtime dependence on the precision parameter is logarithmic as the precision we use is exponential in n. 
for j = 1, . . . , m Choose i ∈ [t G,S ] with probability
Let X j be 1 in the event (i, σ j ) ∈ Ω G,S and 0 otherwise. Note that by the definition of the S i in the first part of the algorithm, Ω G,S,i = H((G, S i ), H). Then, by Lemma 46 and the definition of δ ′′ , COUNTHOM H,L * (G, S i , ε ′ , δ ′′ ) returns a number ω i with Pr(e −ε ′ |Ω G,S,i | ≤ ω i ≤ e ε ′ |Ω G,S,i |) ≥ 1 − δ ′ /t G,S . By the union bound, with probability of at least 1 − δ ′ , we have e −ε ′ |Ω G,S,i | ≤ ω i ≤ e ε ′ |Ω G,S,i | (∀i ∈ [t G,S ])
The following two subclaims are based on this assumption. Let p = |Ω G,S |/ Ω + G,S .
Subclaim 1: Assume that (13) holds. Then for all j ∈ [m] we have X j ∼ Be(p ′ ) where e −3ε ′ p ≤ p ′ ≤ e 3ε ′ p.
Proof of Subclaim 1: Consider fixed ω 1 , . . . , ω t G,S satisfying (13) . Note that the distribution of (i, σ j ), conditioned on these, does not depend on the index j. Let D be the distribution (conditioned on ω 1 , . . . , ω t G,S ) such that for all j ∈ Analogously we obtain the lower bound e −3ε ′ p ≤ p ′ . (End of the proof of Subclaim 2.) Next we show that, conditioned on computing ω i 's that satisfy (13) , the number of samples m is sufficiently large. First, by Subclaim 1, X 1 , . . . , X m are independent indicator random variables that have distribution Be(p ′ ) and expected value p ′ . By Subclaim 1 and Observation 13 we have Proof. Let L = 2 V (H) then the problem #HOM(H, L * ) = #HOM(H, L) is identical to #LHOM(H).
From Lemma 48 follows that given a RAS oracle for #LHOM(H) Algorithm 1 returns an (ε, δ)-approximation of |Ω G,S | = N comp (G, S) → H . In particular, as L is unrestricted, it does so for any valid input (G, S) of the problem #LCOMP(H). Thus, if we choose δ = 1/4, the algorithm is an FPRAS for #LCOMP(H).
To obtain Corollaries 49 and 50 the only property of compactions we use is the fact that for every compaction from G to H there exists a preimage U of polynomial size, i.e. a set U ⊆ V (G) with |U | ≤ |V (H)| + 2|E(H)| and a compaction τ from G[U ] to H (This is used in Equation (8)).
Similarly, for every surjective homomorphism there exists a set U ⊆ V (G) with |U | = |V (H)| with a surjective homomorphism τ from G[U ] to H. If we substitute
τ is a surjective homomorphism from G[U ] to H such that ∀u ∈ U, τ (u) ∈ S u } for Equation (8) , Lemma 48 still holds and now |Ω G,S | = N sur (G, S) → H .
Therefore, analogously to the previous two corollaries we obtain the following. 
Additional Reductions and Consequences
The following simple reductions complete our current knowledge of the complexity landscape given in Figure 1 . From Corollaries 50 and 52 as well as Lemma 53 we immediately obtain Theorem 6 which we restate at this point. 
